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Pop Quiz:
1. Name your U.S. Senators
2. Name your Congressman
3. Name your state senator
and state representative
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Texas Legislative Session Summary
• 140 days every two years; Jan. 13th - June 1st.
• 6276 bills were filed, and 1323 passed.
• The process of passing a law is deliberately slow,
cumbersome, perilous and demanding.
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Process for a bill becoming law (a/k/a how it really works)
(Bill begins
in House)

(Bill begins
in Senate)

The process is
designed to prevent
passage of new
laws, not pass them.
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Quietest energy session
• Fewest bills related to energy filed
• Fewest bills related to energy passed
• The reasons for the slowdown are many
Low energy prices
New leadership, new members
Bigger fish to fry – details to follow
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Energy issues
• SB 733 by Fraser – PUCT authority to review any
new “facility” that imports or exports power
through ERCOT. Includes transmission, private
power lines and any other asset. Protects against
ERCOT falling under federal jurisdiction. Southern
Cross (WTX wind to SERC) was specifically excluded
from this requirement.
• SB 20 by Nelson – Concerns about government
contracting practices prompted this bill. A study
will determine if centralized contracting for
multiple agencies makes sense for Texas.
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Energy issues (cont.)
• SB 776 by Fraser – “A municipally owned utility or
[LCRA] may not ..construct…a transmission facility
outside of the municipal boundaries of the
municipality…, unless the [MOU] first obtains…a
[PUCT] certificate that states that the public
convenience and necessity requires or will require
the transmission facility.”
NOTE: Must pay taxes for transmission assets
under same terms as IOUs (must pay taxes or
payments in lieu of taxes) – levels the playing field
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The Budget - necessary
• Passing a budget was essential by law – and a $209
billion biennial budget was completed.
• Smaller than it could have been by $4 billion –
Comptroller Hegar estimated more available
• Larger than 2013 - a 3.6% increase
• Rainy day fund retains $11 billion
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What failed to pass?
• SB 777 by Fraser – restricting participation in the
REP market for bad actors
• SB 931 by Fraser – eliminating mandatory REC
purchases by REPs
• SB 1044 by Hall – customer’s right to refuse a smart
meter without cost
• SB 1945 by Fraser – Requiring Austin Energy into
rate appeals at the PUCT or allowing customers
competitive choices
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What failed to pass (cont.)?
• HB 631 by Bonnen – impersonation of a state
agency website
• HB 911 by Sheets – increasing the number of
PUCT commissioners from 3 to 5
• HB 962 by Krause – the “anti-capacity market” bill
that prohibited setting a generation reserve
margin
• HB 2561 by Keffer – mitigating high congestion
rents to reduce electric costs without a marketbased solution
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The rest of the legislative story:
action outside of the energy
sector
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What happens with “open carry?”
Few laws produced more press, controversy, and confusion.
A quick look at past and new law (HB 910):
• Long guns have always been legal to carry openly
• Concealed handguns were legal w/ a license if fully concealed
• Eff. 1/1/16 handguns legal to carry openly in a holster w/ a
license but w/ exceptions; private spaces can still prohibit
• A license holder must be 21 and have passed a day of training
and an exam
“Campus carry” (SB 11) allows license holders to carry on public
campuses subject to “zones”; private campuses can opt out. A
number of facilities are excluded like hospitals. Eff. 8/1/16
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The bottom line on open carry
It’s not about Yosemite Sam, Wyatt Earp, The Waco Kid or other
figures we have come to associate with a holster and pistols.
A rare few are ever likely to openly carry, IMHO.
Why would you invite trouble when you can achieve the same
result in a secretive fashion?
This issue has been and will continue to be about drawing lines
within the US Constitution.
• Can government restrict your right to own – through fees?
• Can government restrict you through licensure?
• Can government limit right to carry?
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Other bills of note

• Highways – funding increased substantially; watch
for a referendum in the next statewide election
• Homeowners insurance – TWIA – A major
hurricane will deplete state money. To raise more,
non-coastal counties across Texas will pay into the
fund. May equate to an extra $150/year for noncoastal ratepayers.
• Homestead exemption – An increase of $15,000 in
the exemption will save homeowners
approximately $125/yr.
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The PUCT and ERCOT going forward

• Long history of PUCT commissioners maintaining a
low profile during a legislative session; they did.
• No word on commissioner changes tied to Gov.
Abbott’s arrival.
• Expect to see increased activity for the remainder
of the year.
• A desalination study tied to demand response is
among their tasks.
• ERCOT President & CEO Tripp Doggett announced
his retirement; replacements are being
interviewed.
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Thank you!
Q&A
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